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TP0632 
TUBE TESTING GUN 

With the Tube Testing System, you can test pneumatically for  
leaks safe, reliable and fast.  

Introducing our pneumatic-driven system, where simplicity meets  
          a  
hassle-free experience. Simply connect the air inlet tool to the  
pressure supply, and you're good to go. 

 

For optimal performance, both the air inlet tool and sealing tool  
must be equipped with the correct seal holders, along with  
rubber seal and washer sets. These precise components  
guarantee seamless operation and reliability. 

 

Once the seal holders and rubber seal and washer sets are  
securely in place, inserting them at both ends of the tube  
becomes a straightforward task. With this user-friendly setup,  
you'll be up and running in no time, enjoying the convenience  
and dependability of our pneumatically-driven solution. 

 

Using the air inlet tool, air or an inert gas is introduced into the tube, serving two purposes:  

u Firstly, it gently expands the rubber seals, enabling them to securely seal the ends of the tube. 

u Secondly, it gradually builds up pressure within the tube. 

 

Pictured with extension bar 

Advantages of tube testing system 
u Safe, easy and quick to use thanks to the use  

of pneumatics and the unique seal 

u Lightweight, ergonomic aluminium housing 

u Seal holders and support rings made of  
stainless steel 

u System range from 7 to 32 mm 

u Low maintenance costs 

u Perfect addition to the Tube Plugging Gun 
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Seal Sets TPAN 
One set of 2 rubber seals complete with 4 stainless steel support  
washers to prevent corrosion, to suit one size range. 

Seal Holders TPAN 
In a standard supply of the IPCO Tube Testing System TP0632,  
3 pairs of 2 seal holders are supplied. Each seal holder has its size  
range and with the 3 the whole range from 7.2 to 32.5mm internal  
diameter can be covered. The seal holders are made of stainless  
steel to prevent corrosion. 

Seal Holders TP2031 Seal Holders TP2081 Seal Holders TP2101 

SEAL SET RANGE ID (MM) 

TPAN5107  7,2 - 8,5 

TPAN5108  8,2 - 9,5 

TPAN5109  9,2 - 10,5 

TPAN5110  10,2 - 11,5 

TPAN5111  11,2 - 12,5 

TPAN5112  12,2 - 13,5 

SEAL SET RANGE ID (MM) 

TPAN5327  27,2 - 28,5 

TPAN5328  28,2 - 29,5 

TPAN5329  29,2 - 30,5 

TPAN5330  30,2 - 31,5 

TPAN5331  31,2 - 32,5 

SEAL SET RANGE ID (MM) 

TPAN5212  12,2 - 13,5 

TPAN5213  13,2 - 14,5 

TPAN5214  14,2 - 15,5 

TPAN5215  15,2 - 16,5 

TPAN5216  16,2 - 17,5 

TPAN5217  17,2 - 18,5 

TPAN5218  18,2 - 19,5 

TPAN5219  19,2 - 20,5 

TPAN5220  20,2 - 21,5 

TPAN5221  21,2 - 22,5 

TPAN5222  22,2 - 23,5 

TPAN5223  23,2 - 24,5 

TPAN5224  24,2 - 25,5 

TPAN5225  25,2 - 26,5 

TPAN5226  26,2 - 27,5 

TUBE TESTING GUN 


